Tacotunes tundra

NOTE: This harness system will utilize your stock wring. You will NOT need to run new speaker
wire to each door. In addition, the harness system connects directly to your your new TXD plug
and play amps. TXDv2 â€” tacotunes. These tweeters fit in the stock door location rear with very
little modification. They slide directly into the existing tweeter location. Be sure to check out our
videos on selecting subwoofers for your Toyota Tundra. When you are installing an amplifier
you will need a kit that includes a number of parts to get the job done right. We provide the
following items to get the job done right. Choose a file. Save Review. Save Video. Save Photo.
Show everything Show all reviews Show all videos Show all photos Show helpful positive
reviews Show helpful negative reviews Show unanswered questions. I was interested in a full
upgrade for my Tundra Crewmax and decided on the SQ1 package. I have some basic
experience with car audio but had never done door speakers or tapped into an existing head
unit. I am also not a fan of heavily modifying my vehicle and would prefer to have the option of
returning it to stock form if need be. TacoTunes had the solution that I needed. First off, if you
are planning your first DIY installation like this, it is not as easy as you might think. Thankfully,
this company has devoted a lot of time, and probably money, to their instructional videos.
These videos alone are worth any amount of money that might be saved by shopping around
elsewhere. Secondly, I was never without support. They make themselves available via text,
email, chat, facebook, or phoneâ€¦even the owner. All factory head unit functionality remains
intact, which is a major plus in my opinion. I probably spent 16 to 20 hours on this install, but
could probably do it in if I had a second chance. I only had one issue along the way. I had the
wrong front speakers shipped. I had upgraded the Image Dynamics front components that come
with the SQ1 package to a slightly better model of the same brand, but instead got the default
ones. Tacotunes has your back, and the final product is well worth the effort! Something wrong
with this post? Thanks for letting us know. If you can point us in the right direction This post
was Flag for removal. Save Comment. I love my new system. Never had a system this good in
any of my past vehicles. We hit a snag first day, I came back and they fixed me up. I came back
later for their big battery upgrade. I had a great experience with Rob and the guys at Tacotunes.
I had gone and gotten a system installed the day after buying my truck. But it was missing
something. So I searched the web and kept hearing about this company. When I found out they
were here in San Antonio I went and sought them out. They showed me what different packages
they offered. I knew then. So sure enough I got them to hook me up! They really know what they
are doing. Rob and his entire staff are nothing short of rock stars. I brought my truck in to have
them put in a complete sound system. I actually had some work done to my sound system on
my Toyota tundra by another shop. It was apparent shortly after that install that the system was
not done correctly. When I brought it to Rob, he confirmed what I thought. In fact, after seeing
photos of the installation process from Rob and TacoTunes removing my old amp and wiring, it
was no wonder it sounded horrible. Rob told me that my truck was the worse he had seen from
this particular shop. It was so bad, that Rob and his crew had to create a new harness to
connect to my factory amp. I had them install the SQ1 complete package with the matting. I am
so glad I pulled the trigger. The install is so clean, and looks factory installed-even the newly
created harness. They are such perfectionists and extremely knowledgeable. If anyone reading
this is considering a new system, then you need to look up Rob at tacotunes. I will definitely
recommend TacoTunes to anyone looking. Thanks TacoTunes!! I am one very happy customer.
Read Guy C. Thank you! I did a lot of research comparing this system with others available
specifically for Tundras, DIY projects in forums and even piecing together a system myself. For
the price, this system is better, it comes as a complete package, and has the added support of
Rob, Josh and the team. Plus all the great videos and pictures on Tacotunes. Everything you
need and more comes in the package. The sound quality is awesome, exceeded my
expectations. I listen to a wide range of music, old school rap, top 40, classic rock, even a little
jazzâ€¦all sound amazing. Save yourself a lot of time and effort, give these guys a callâ€¦or
email. Tony, thank you very much! We appreciate you taking the time to write a review! After
spending several days doing online research, I came across tacotunes. I loved the installation
videos and explanations on different topics. I then went to different blogs and read reviews on
their Image Dynamics line of speakers. All good. I ended up ordering their newer SQ1 package. I
received everything and made a list of questions before I started the install. I only needed help
twice during the install and they were there within 30 minutes to help via text. I had one
warranty item and they shipped it to me the next day. Overall I would highly recommend this
company based on their expertise, support and products. I now have the best looking and best
sounding truck in my crew. Johnny:, Man you were a pleasure to work with! You did it right, did
your homework had all your questions out of the way then went to work! We truly appreciate
your business! And taking the time for a review! I am a sales manager for a local Toyota
Dealership. I have owned MANY cars with many different systems. I have paid MUCH more for

much less. This system will blow you away. Image Dynamics speakers are unreal for the money.
I have paid much more for speakers that did not perform this well. The sub box is really mind
boggling. How are they getting so much quality bass from a small area is beyond me. I originally
went to here to get them to install some jl audio 10s and some focal speakers with their amp
and recurve and it was decent but after hearing this system I had to upgrade! The sound quality
is much better than I had before and way louder! Other than get one, you will love it. This is
hands down the best system. I have paid 2x and not got half as much. I wish they did other cars,
I would have them do my sports car. I was blown away by how much quality bass they can get
from that tiny space behind the seats. You get way more stereo than what you pay for.
Exceeded my expectations. But I do use them to help me shop. The sq1 package is awesome.
Compared to some the local high end audio shops here in San Antonio. The price and quality
could not be matched. Since I was close to tacotunes. He helped me fine tune my system. I cant
explain how clean and powerful it sounds now. I highly recommend this product if your looking
to upgrade your audio. Once again Thanks for help and putting this system together. Rob and
staff are very friendly. They will give you great sound advice and offer technical help if needed
too. Never really seen them in person. I bought this package in pieces so I opted to go with the
CXS64 component sets both front and back. The ID10 V. I listen to rock, county, rap, metal,
remixes, and oldies to name a few. They all sound great with the all Image Dynamics SQ1
package. It was easy to install, just took many man hours. Remember me Log in. Lost your
password? We are back online. Power has been restored, we will resume shipping on Monday.
WE have begun responding to any open questions. This package includes everything you will
need to install a system in your Toyota Tundra CrewMax. Share your thoughts! Leave a Review
How would you rate this product? Attach a photo or video Photo Video. Rated 5 out of 5. One
person found this helpful Rated 5 out of 5. Already have an account? Log In Don't have an
account? Sign Up. Continue as a Guest. Rated 5. Log in or Sign up. Toyota Tundra Forum.
Welcome to Tundras. You are currently viewing as a guest! To get full-access, you need to
register for a FREE account. Post Reply. I really like it, as you said, it sounds really great. Quick
question, is there a way to get the mids out more? My highs and bass are off the charts. Jai LI ,
Nov 25, TundraLuv likes this. Netmonkey , Nov 25, Yup, I saw yours, nice work. I did my sound
deadening first, while I was waiting for the free shipping, lol. Get a multimeter I was told by
Daniel that I would be getting one with my order, along with prying tools, NOT I had to run to the
store and get one in the middle of my install. Really hard cause I have only my truck. Again,
can't continue without this, picked it up with the multimeter. Correct tuning videos for your
Recurve and Amp. They don't really cover that part, at least not with me. So you will have to
make it fit on the amp rack. Drilling into the Amp rack will be required. Store the bass knob that
comes with the Recurve. The benefit here, one less wire to route to the Recurve. Again, a Big
Thank You to Netmonkey for his detailed instructions. Sorry to have muddied your thread.
Brownmoney and D3Tundra like this. The new amp really woke up my Infinity Kappas while the
base is definitely better I think the biggest improvement is in the tweeters. I have not put in a
subwoofer yet. Since I rarely carry 2 legged passengers in the back seat I am not sure when or if
I will change out the rear speakers. Stumpjumper , Dec 3, Netmonkey , Dec 3, I know I can watch
a video but why when a simple page of wiring instructions would suffice. Last edited: Dec 3,
Great write up. Two thumbs up w a sip of bourbon. I had taco tunes instal their sq1 in my 18
tundra. I am still satisfied and have no issues. Their team got right on my truck when I arrived
and I learned from watching the install. Your write up will surely help everyone. Boots , Dec 30,
Netmonkey [OP] likes this. Very nice write-up and pictures!! You saved me some trouble for
sure. I watched the videos many times. Did the install with sound deadener. All is well, except
the sub amp would not power on. Tried to troubleshoot, wasted a couple of hours making sure I
did everything correct. Low and behold, even though they video stated no need for the remote
"blue" wire, you do!! Also had trouble with sub box fitting, but you saved the day again, so
many searched and even on Rob's channel, couldn't find the sub box video!! Netmonkey , Mar
6, Migraine likes this. Yes, I have everything installed on my 1B system. Just need to do the
tuning. Quick questions. Why is it necessary to disconnect the dash tweeters? Wouldn't that
help with the sound field? Also should we disconnect the center speaker? During the tuning
video. At one point when tuning the 4 ch amp, he switches the the filters to HPF then tunes and
moves on. Netmonkey , Mar 7, Stumpjumper , Mar 7, Last edited: Mar 7, How does this system
compare to the recent group buy complete package? HushPuppy Wilson and Bigboitundra like
this. Great write up! Love it! Before I trade-in in my , I pulled the system out and transferred it
over to my , only needed a new sub box and subs vs the First weekend I had my new '16, I had it
gutted inside running wires and dynamat. Wife comes home from work and sees everything
pulled out and nothing but bare metal everywhere in the cab and thought I was nuts.
Stumpjumper , Mar 8, Thanks Netmonkey for the write up. I will be using your instructions for

my install; however, I will be using Focal components and subwoofers instead of Image
Dynamics. Hopefully they sound good since they are expensive. Components came in today,
waiting for the subs and amps kit to come in for the install. Quick update on my install.
Everything working fine with exception of passenger side tweeter, which seems to be DOA.
X-over is functioning. Replaced tweeters x-overs with Focal and is working now. Reason why I
replaced the x-overs is a slight high freq hiss when the amp powers on. New x-overs have
seemed to solve the hiss Been using the system for about a week or two now and the sub amp
started going into protection mode even at extreme low volumes on the volume. Checked for
any wiring issues or stray wire strands that could be causing an intermittent short, etc. Wiring
looks good. Now the amp will not come out of protection mode after 3 or 4 minutes of low
volume play. Looking at replacing with a higher quality amp now. The more I look at this setup,
the more I see this as a low quality setup. Don't know if there was a quality or handling issue
before I received the package? Or maybe something else I am missing? Now that you have all
the adapters, it would be really simple to throw a 5 channel amp in there. It comes with a high
level speaker input, just like the taco tunes amps. I ended up getting a Rockford DSR-1 between
my HU and amp, but I ran without it for a few months going straight from the speaker level
inputs under the front seat to the amp and it worked fine. EDIT: Looks like they came out with
the. Czolgosz , Apr 21, Great write up and always good to have the wifes help! I always thought
that we needed one to flatten the signal and get rid of the roll offs. When receiving or making a
call or when using the gps, does the voice goes to all speakers or still only to the center one?
Again, very well right up. It summarizes many videos. FirstTruck , Apr 25, Netmonkey , Apr 25, I
am actually doing the sound deadening now before I order system. I was debating 1B or SQ1.
After reading this I think the 1B will be plenty good. I like the deep bass a 12 gives though. Show
Ignored Content. All Categories. Username or email address: Do you already have an account?
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Toyota Tundra Forum. Welcome to Tundras. You are currently viewing as a guest! To get
full-access, you need to register for a FREE account. Post Reply. Has anyone installed this
system and if so what are your thoughts? Ordered some wiring from them. Would deal with
again. Everything I researched with their systems was very positive. SMK Shoe , Jan 19, I
ordered speakers from them and they sent me a different set claiming they were the same. I will
not deal with them again. Riskyguy , Jan 19, FlashCulprit likes this. Almost spent A LOT of
money with them. Then I started reading a bunch of bad things. I decided to go to Tech12Volt
instead and was pleased. Pudge and FlashCulprit like this. Ongoing project. Darkness likes this.
Their speakers are Image Dynamics. I saw another site with Toyota PnP with the same. Been
researching and watching YouTube videos and overwhelming sound quality reviews are
positive. Not sure about customer service and I'm not trying to brush aside any comments
posted here. If you do some in depth searches on here this had been discussed like crazy. I've
seen them gouge members for money. Someone returned a grand Worth of product and they
kept the money and the products. From everything I have read they aren't worth the risk in my
opinion. FlashCulprit , Jan 24, GNTundra likes this. Black Wolf likes this. I didn't get a bad
feeling after asking them a bunch of questions, and i've read about some people very happy
with their products. In reality, people need to get over the whole "plug and play" thing. They
make it easier to install, but its still going to take some time. You are better off piecing together
a system, you will get better bang for your buck and probably save some money. Danimal86 ,
Jan 24, Thanks for all the input as I was Taco Tunes all the way. Still might go with them but for
sure research is wide open. James Tech12Volt Is a stand up guy and answered a ton or
questions for me. Sub box is being build and components for all four doors. I will take lots of
pics and post. I am about 6 days from shipping. The sub box needs to fully cured or UPS will
kick it back. Rob and his team ar
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e awesome. I had some concerns when i first read the reviews. They placed a system in my Pro
then had them swap it out into my Very satisfied. System sounds amazing. TruckyTruck likes
this. Maryland Vehicle: bronze mica bed cover, upgraded stereo system, light bar in hood and
front grill, bed lights, switch back lights by step bars. TheBronze1 , Jan 25, I was referred to this
thread by a couple of customers. I would love to help out anyone that has any outstanding
issues. Also I see mention of some people not getting their money back. Please direct us to
those threads? We have over 19, Tundra customers and we try our best, but if we messed up we
would would like to make it right. Last edited: Jan 25, Show Ignored Content. Quick Charge 3.
Metra 87 - 94 Toyota Vehicle Harness. JL Audio C Rockford Fosgate RX3 Prime 6. Dasaita
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